Limited transmission of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis despite a high proportion of infectious cases in Los Angeles County, California.
Preventing transmission of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis is critical because of treatment toxicity, cost, and the lack of effective therapy for latent infection. We attempted to determine the extent of transmission in Los Angeles County by comparing relatedness of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis cases using restriction fragment length polymorphism and by cross-matching contact information to the Tuberculosis Registry. Strain typing was done on isolates of 102 pulmonary multidrug-resistant cases identified between August 1993 and 1998. Seventy-one (70%) of the cases had cavitary lesions on chest radiograph, and 94 (92%) had sputa smear-positive for acid fast bacilli. Fifteen (15%) of the cases were known to be infected with human immunodeficiency virus. Four molecular clusters of two cases each and one closely related pair were identified among the 102 cases; contact investigation successfully identified all clusters but one. Among 946 contacts identified and cross-matched with the county's Tuberculosis Registry, one secondary case due to drug-resistant Mycobacterium bovis was found. To summarize, a very high proportion of pulmonary multidrug-resistant tuberculosis cases in Los Angeles County were infectious. Molecular strain typing indicated limited spread of disease, although it underestimated transmission compared with contact investigation. We believe aggressive surveillance and case management were critical to limiting the spread of multidrug- resistant tuberculosis.